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Abstract—For the improvement of the performance of a text-based image search, Image reranking is a effective method.  There are two 
reasons for which the reranking algorithms are limited and they are: One is that the data that is associated with images is not matched with 
the actual visual content and the second reason is that the reextracted visual features do not accurately describe the meaningful 
similarities between images. The relation of retrieved images to search queries has been more precisely described by user clicks, in recent 
years. However, a the lack of click is the  data critical problem for click-based methods, since users have clicked a small number of web 
images. Therefore, the solution to this problem is by predicting image clicks. A multimodal hypergraph learning-based sparse coding 
method is proposed for image click prediction, and apply  click data that has been obtained to the reranking of images.  To build a group of 
manifolds, a hypergraph is adopted. A hyperedge present in a hypergraph is the edge that connects a set of vertices, and preserves the 
constructed sparse codes. The weights of different modalities and the sparse codes are obtained by an alternating optimization procedure. 
Finally,  to describe the predicted click as a  click or no click, a voting strategy is used from the images that was corresponding to the  
sparse codes. Image reranking algorithms are used to improve the performance of graph-based the use of click prediction is shown by an 
additional image reranking experiments on real world data that is beneficial. 

Index Terms— sparse code, Image reranking, manifolds, click. 
 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

n image reranking, both textual and visual information are 
combined in order to return improved results to the user. 
Pseudo-relevance-feedback (PRF) is the most existing re-

ranking method tool where a proportion of the toped ranked 
images are assumed to be relevant, and subsequently used to 
build a model for reranking. Graph based re-ranking and Bay-
sian based re-ranking promotes low-rank images by receiving 
reinforcement from related high-rank images, but are limited 
because irrelevant high-rank images are not demoted causing 
both implicit and explicit re-ranking methods to suffer from 
the unreliability of the original re- ranking list, since the tex-
tual information cannot accurately describe the semantics of 
the queries. 
Sparse coding is a widely used signal processing method and 
performs well in applications for e.g. signal decomposition, 
signal reconstruction and signal denoising. Although statisti-
cally unrelated bases like Fourier or Wavelets have been wide-
ly adopted, an overcomplete basis has been adopted the latest 
trends, in which the number of basis vectors is greater than the 
dimensionality of the input vector. A signal can be described 
by a set of bases using a very small number of nonzero ele-
ments. Many applications need this compact representation of 
signals. Sparse coding and  image features, signals are is 
adopted as an efficient technique for feature reconstruction in 
computer vision. It has been mostly used in many different 
applications, such as, face recognition, image classification , 
image restoration and image annotation. 
In this paper, the problem of click prediction through sparse 
coding is solved. Based on a group of web images with clicks 
known as a codebook, and a new image without any clicks, 

sparse coding is used to choose as few basic images as possible 
from the codebook in order to linearly reconstruct a new input 
image while the reconstruction errors are minimized. A voting 
strategy is utilized to predict the click as a binary event. The 
over complete characteristics of the codebook gives the guar-
antee that the sparsity of the reconstruction coefficients. How-
ever, in addition to sparsity, the over completeness results in 
similar web images that has being described by fully distinct 
sparse codes, and unstable performance in image reconstruc-
tion; clicks are thus not successfully predicted. To solve this 
issue, to add an additional locality preserving term is one of 
the possible solution  to the formulation of sparse coding for 
e.g. Laplacian sparse coding (LSC), in which a locality-
preserving Laplacian term is added to the sparse code. 
 

2 PREVIOUS WORK DONE 

Detailed submission Existing reranking algorithms were li-
mited for two main reasons: 1) the textual meta-data asso-
ciated with images often mismatched with their actual visual 
content and 2) the extracted visual features do not accurately 
describe the meaningful  similarities between images. 
 

 Multimodal learning for web images: 
[C. Snoek 2005] proposed the methods of multimodal feature 
fusion classified into two categories, namely early fusion and 
late fusion. It has been shown that if an SVM classifier is used, 
late fusion tends to result in better performance. [M. Wang 
2009] provided a method to integrate graph representations 
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generated from multiple modalities for the purpose of video 
annotation [B. Geng 2009] have integrated graph representa-
tions using a kernelized learning approach. This approach 
integrates multiple features into a graph-based learning algo-
rithm for click prediction. 
 

 Graph-based learning methods 
Graph-based learning methods have been widely used in the 
fields of image classification, ranking and clustering. In these 
methods, a graph is built according to the given data, where 
vertices represent data samples and edges describe their simi-
larities. The Laplacian matrix [M. Belkin 2003] is constructed 
from the graph and used in a regularization scheme. The local 
geometry of the graph is preserved during the optimization, 
and the function is forcefully smoothed on the graph. Howev-
er, a simple graph-based method cannot capture higherorder 
information. Unlike a simple graph, a hyperedge in a hyper-
graph links several (two or more) vertices, and thereby cap-
tures this higher-order information. Hypergraph learning has 
achieved excellent performance in many applications.[R. Zass 
2008] utilized the hypergraph for image matching using con-
vex optimization. Hypergraphs have been applied to solve 
problems with multilabel learning [L. Sun 2008] and video 
segmentation. [Z. Tian 2009] provided a semi-supervised 
learning method named HyperPrior to classify gene expres-
sion data, by using biological knowledge as a constraint. [Y. 
Huang 2010] proposed a hypergraph-based image retrieval 
approach. 

3 LITERATURE SURVEY 

 [M. Wang 2008] proposed Optimizing multigraph learning: 
Towards a unified video annotation scheme. The description 
of learning with hypergraphs: clustering, classification and 
embedding proposed by [D. Zhou 2006] presented the over-
view of hypergraph utility on reranking method. [R. Zass 
2008] utilized the hypergraph for image matching using con-
vex optimization. Hypergraphs have been applied to solve 
problems with multilabel learning [L. Sun 2008] and video 
segmentation. [M. Wang 2009] provided a method to integrate 
graph representations generated from multiple modalities for 
the purpose of video annotation [B. Geng 2009] have inte-
grated graph representations using a kernelized learning ap-
proach. 
 

4 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

IJSER style is to In this paper, a novel method named multi-
modal hypergraph learning-based sparse coding is proposed 
for click prediction, the predicted clicks to re-rank web images 
have been applied. Both strategies of early and late fusion of 
multiple features are used in this method through three main 
steps. 

o A web image base with associated click annotation is 
constructed, collected from a commercial search en-
gine which records clicks for each image such that the 
images with high clicks are strongly relevant to the 

queries.  These two components form the image 
bases.  

 
o The proposed objective function considers both early 

and late fusion. The early fusion directly concatenates 
the multiple visual features, and is applied in the 
sparse coding term. Manifold learning term accom-
plishes in the late fusion. For web images without 
clicks, hypergraph learning is implemented to con-
struct a group of manifolds, thus preserving the 
smoothness locally using hyperedges. Unlike a graph 
that has an edge between two vertices, a set of vertic-
es are connected by the hyperedge in a hypergraph. 
Common graph-based learning methods only consid-
er the pairwise relationship between two vertices, and 
ignores the higher-order relationship among three or 
more vertices. Using this term can help the proposed 
method preserve the local smoothness of the con-
structed sparse codes. 

 
An alternating optimization procedure is conducted to expan-
sion of proving complement nature of various modalities.  To 
predict if an input image will be clicked or not, based on its 
sparse code a voting strategy is then adopted. The obtained 
click is then integrated within a graph-based learning frame-
work to achieve image re-ranking. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

If you are using Word The important contributions: 
o The search engine derived images are effectively uti-

lized annotated with clicks, and successfully predict 
the clicks for new input images which are not with 
clicks. Depending upon the obtained clicks, the im-
ages are reranked, a strategy which could be benefi-
cial for improving commercial image searching. 

o A novel method named multimodal hypergraph 
learning-based sparse coding is proposed. Both early 
and late fusion are used by this method in multimod-
al learning. By simultaneously learning  the perfor-
mance of sparse coding performs significantly. 

o Comprehensive experiments are conducted to empiri-
cally analyze the proposed method on real-world web 
image datasets, collected from a commercial search 
engine. Internet users clicks their corresponding click. 
The effectiveness of the proposed method has been 
demonstrated. 

Please note that math equations might need to be reformatted 
from the original submission for page layout reasons. This in-
cludes the possibility that some in-line equations will be made 
display equations to create better flow in a paragraph. If display 
equations do not fit in the two-column format, they will also be 
reformatted. Authors are strongly encouraged to ensure that equ-
ations fit in the given column width. 
 

5.1 Tools Used 

Search engines like Google, Live and Yahoo 
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6.2 Advantages 

 The re-ranking approach conducted on a real world data 
set not only states the usefulness of click-through data, 
which is not only viewed as the footprints of user beha-
vior, in understanding user intention, but it also verifies 
the importance of query dependent fusion weights for 
multiple  modalities. 

 It performs better than other modality methods. 
 

6.3 Disadvantages 

In this paper only image search relevance is taken into consid-
eration while image diversity is to be discovered further. 

7 RESULTS 

Experiments conducted on a real world data set not only de-
scribes  the usefulness of click-through data, which can be viewed 
as theimage of an user behavior, in understanding user intention, 
but also verify the importance of query dependent fusion weights 
for multiple  modalities.Based on a gradient method, a proper 
combination of modality weights is learnt adaptively and query-
dependently. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Image diversity is a factor in search performance by enhanc-

ing the diversity of re-ranked images by dupliAn image search 

rerankingalgorith is presented called click-based relevance 

feedback, by exploring the use of click through data and the 

function of multiple modalities. Based on the gradient me-

thod, a proper combination of modality weights are described 

adaptively and query-dependently. 

 

 

Future Work 
 Image diversity is a factor in search performance by enhanc-
ing the diversity of re-ranked images by duplication detection 
or other applicable method. 
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